Team up in groups of five to find the items on this scavenger hunt. All of the answers are located on the self-guided tour. Start on the Red tour, then Green, and finish on the Yellow. You will need to look hard to find the answers.

Use teamwork and have fun!

1. Where did sailors fix machine parts on the ship?_______________________________________

2. How many loaves of bread were baked every day?_____________________________________

3. What kind of flag is hanging in the crew’s mess?_____________________________________

4. What did the big cauldrons in the galley hold?_____________________________________

5. Where did the sailors take their dirty dishes?_______________________________________

6. Who was put in the brig?___________________________________________________________

7. What happened if you lost something on the ship?_____________________________________

8. Why was it important to have clean clothes in battle?__________________________________

9. What was the motto of the USS MOBILE?____________________________________________

10. How many gallons of ice cream were eaten per day?____________________________________
11. What Hall of Fame baseball pitcher was stationed on the USS ALABAMA? ________________

12. Read the Chief Petty Officers Creed. What kind of things do you think they did to the new Chief?  
__________________________________________________________________________________

13. How many Kamikaze planes crashed into the USS EVANS? ____________________________

14. Men who returned from liberty were sometimes “half seas over”. What do you think this means?  
__________________________________________________________________________________

15. What was the nickname of the Chief Master-At-Arms? ________________________________

16. Where did the ALABAMA dispose of its ground-up garbage? ____________________________

17. What were warrant officers? __________________________________________________________________

18. Where did the Marines store their rifles? _____________________________________________

19. How many shots did a 40MM cannon fire per minute? ________________________________

20. From which compartment below decks could the ship be steered and controlled? ___________

21. What was the drug store on board the ship called? ______________________________________

22. What are the two rooms behind the operating room? _________________________________

23. How many dentists were aboard ship? _____________________________________________

24. Why did the ship need to be de-magnetized or “degauussed”? __________________________

25. Why did the battleship need a driver? _____________________________________________

26. What would happen on Sunday mornings? __________________________________________

27. Why did the ALABAMA need to test its water? _______________________________________

28. How far could the ALABAMA project a 2,000 lb. shell? _______________________________

29. Where is the quarter deck located on the battleship? __________________________________

30. Where did the Captain of the ALABAMA normally sleep while at sea? __________________

31. What is the name of the compartment at the 08 level (as high as you can go)? ___________